STEIGER DYNAMICS introduces LEET Pro, the world’s first workstation for the living room
LOS ANGELES (Jan. 6, 2015) – HTPC manufacturer STEIGER DYNAMICS® launches LEET Studio
and LEET Pro, workstation versions of its award-winning LEET Living Room PC, on January 6, 2015 at the
International Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, Nevada.

LEET® Studio and LEET® Pro workstations change the way of professional computing due to their
optimization for the living room in terms of form factor, quietness, and TV compatibility. Latest
generation Intel i5, i7, and Xeon processors with up to 18 cores, triple workstation-class AMD FirePro or
NVIDIA Quadro GPUs, ultra-fast SSD drives, and ECC memory make LEET workstations substantially
faster than the Mac Pro and capable of the latest and most demanding content creation tasks. LEET
Studio and LEET Pro are available with full CPU and GPU liquid cooling, which allows optional graphics
card overclocking for ultimate performance at unprecedented quietness under both idle and full load.
LEET workstations feature an integrated front screen which displays customizable live system
parameters like internal temperatures, drive space, and memory utilization, giving the user all critical
information at once.

“We are extremely pleased to offer the world’s first workstation designed for living room use.”
said STEIGER DYNAMICS CEO Martin Gossner. “The LEET Pro and LEET Studio provide creative
professionals who work from home with insane amounts of power, allowing them to complete jobs
more quickly, all while working from the comfort of their couch.”
Connected to a large-screen TV and used with the COUCHMASTER® lapdesk, LEET Workstations
provide incomparable comfort for pursuing all kinds of creative or multimedia tasks. Working on up to
4K resolutions makes it possible to work on an extremely detailed level.
Specs and Pricing
LEET Studio features affordable but powerful desktop-class CPUs, whereas the LEET Pro’s Xeon
E5 CPUs and professional GPUs give it the highest processing power by volume among workstation PCs.
Both systems are available with desktop and professional graphics cards which will significantly enhance
the workflow in professional apps and programs such as Adobe Creative Suite, Solid Works, or 3D Studio
Max
The all-new LEET Studio and LEET Pro will be available on www.steigerdynamics.com starting
January 6th, 2015. Depending on the configuration, LEET™ Workstations start at $1,999.
STEIGER DYNAMICS is a revolutionary Home Theater PC (HTPC) manufacturer bringing high-end
computing

to
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comfort
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the

living

room.

For

more

information,

please

www.steigerdynamics.com and www.facebook.com/STEIGERDYNAMICS.
STEIGER DYNAMICS and LEET are trademarks of STEIGER DYNAMICS LLC. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their
respective owners.
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